
CONSIDERING SPEED BUMPS IN SCHOOL ZONES

With so much at stake and so many factors to consider, school speed zones can easily Other measures include speed
humps/raised pedestrian crossings.

Speed limits in residential areas are defined by the environment around, so lots of parked cars and poor
visibility lends itself to slower traffic anyway â€” wide and open roads one can travel at 40 or 50 and still be
safe. So, RoSPA does not want to see the wholesale removal of speed bumps. If you are a motorist please
make sure you: drive responsibly; keep within the 20mph speed limit in designated areas and encourage others
to do the same; don't park partially on the footway - this can encourage traffic to pass at higher speeds; take
extra care where children play and walk to school; and take the Streetsafe motorists pledge. Some of the most
frequent violators of school zone traffic regulations are parents who are in a hurry to drop off or pick up their
child. As higher vehicle speeds directly correlate with increased rates of pedestrian fatalities NHTSA , it is
imperative that drivers adhere to posted speed limits to avoid the tragic loss of life in school zones. This is a
great example of where public input can be beneficial. Rapid flashing rectangular beacons, installed in
unsignalized crosswalks, alert motorists to pedestrians who have manually activated the beacon. They offer
school bus and pedestrian safety tips as well as other encouragement to protect kids. The hard data is showing
those are keeping our children safer and that is always a good thing. There are no legal requirements for where
to place signs, but it is the responsibility of the people installing them to make sure they are positioned to give
adequate warning and preparation time to drivers. The majority of pedestrian casualties occur in built-up areas,
with 20 of the 25 children and of the adults who were killed in dying on built-up roads. School crossing signs
notify drivers of crosswalks. Lowering speed limits, without any associated enforcement plan, will make it
difficult to change driver behaviour. Those in favour of the change say it would add seconds to most
commutes to drive slower from a house to the main collector road or bus route. There is also a part for drivers
to play. Some of the most critical signs are: Speed limit signs announce school zone speed limits, which
typically range from 15 to 25 mph. How would candidates vote on speed limits? A article by Public Health
Wales staff has also suggested that if all 30mph limits in Wales became 20mph, six to 10 lives would be saved
and 1, to 2, casualties avoided each year roads with 20mph limits, rather than zones, are usually those without
traffic calming measures. It has been proven around North America this works. We have already looked into
and prioritised more than potential schemes for more detailed investigation. Everyone should feel safe in their
neighbourhood and this is an effective way to create change. Will 20mph speed limits and zones make any
difference to road safety? Among the improvements was the installation of driver feedback signs from
Radarsign. Adil Pirbhai I would vote yes. Councils and highway bodies will also take the initiative to install
speed bumps typically in high-risk areas such as schools or roads with high pedestrian footfall. Ali Haymour
There are too many different posted speed limits within Edmonton already â€” I do not support adding another
speed limit.


